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Abstract   
In this technological era, large number of banking transactions is done by the customer itself through online. Tracking of all these 
transactions & maintaining the records of currency with respect to every individual citizen is a very difficult task. Even though 
many financial institutions devised their plan for better monitoring and coordination, we try to propose a mechanism to enhance 
the existing system using Unique Identity and Fuzzy Inference Rules. The idea is to synchronize the database related to all 
financial transaction of all financial institute (e.g. Bank, Insurance ,Tax etc.) using UID system . The UID System provides 
unique identification number with the help of UIDA (Unique Identity Authority) to individual citizen. In this paper, a virtual 
model is described to track down suspicious account using Fuzzy Inference rule in UID system. The advantage of this model is to 
easily identify the source of black money and also to prevent corruption in any growing nations. 
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1. Introduction 
Currency is something people accept globally and that is used for exchange of goods and services everywhere. The 
various form of currency are metal coins, paper money, electronic money and virtual money. 
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                                                              Fig . 1. Various Forms of Currency. 
      
Virtual money is a kind of money and an another form of currency which conveniences the medium of transaction 
nowadays in the network economy era.  
 
  Observation of transaction and taxation for paper money is very difficult, if it is not performed through a valid 
banking platform [9],[14]. So, paper money when replaced by virtual money and by using unique identity, it can be 
easy to identify the suspicious account. The derivatives of money are as follows, 
 
The Current system in practice is  
  
 Paper Money + Tax = White money. 
 Paper Money + Without Tax  = Black Money 
 
In the Proposed system  
 
 UID+ Virtual Money +Tax=White Money 
 Virtual money is electronic money. 
 
In the existing system, all the bank account of a single customer is not well maintained in terms of linking by any 
unique identity[9],[10],[12]. No Such centralized database is available for synchronizing the citizens’ transaction 
history[1],[3]. A citizen is free to have any number of accounts in any branch and there opens a route for black 
money (which is not under tax).To close the loop hole in existing system, in our proposed model every financial 
organization maintain their client’s information by UID mapper[3],[4], so as to  synchronize the account details of 
every individual citizen. 
The format for transferring money is recorded as 
 
      Table 1. The format for transferring money. 
 
Transfer Money 
From_account_syncronized_by _UID To_account_syncronized by _UID Amount 
 
2. Methodology 
Algorithm: Tracking Currency by Fuzzy Inference Rule 
Input:   Individual financial record of citizen. 
Output: To check citizen’s account is High suspicious or Medium Suspicious or Less Suspicious or Not Suspicious. 
 All the database related to financial transaction are synchronized by UID. 
 Every transaction passes through a payment gateway where the transaction detail of an individual is generated by 
uid number. 
 All transactions are maintained and administrated by respective organization with the help of UID  
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 Finally individual’s record of a financial year is sent to the central monetary authority. 
After getting the information, the central monetary authority using Fuzzy Inference rule, analysis the transaction 
related information received from the respective financial organization to identify suspicious account. 
 
                    
 
Fig.  2.  Synchronization of Databases using UID. 
2.1. Fuzzy logic model 
Fuzzy rule based system is the key area for the application of the Fuzzy Set Theory [5],[6],[7]. Classical rule 
based systems deal with IF-THEN rules. A Fuzzy Logic Controller is a Fuzzy rule based system and follows the 
following property [8],[ 15]:  
 
                                                                
                                                                        Fig. 3.  Fuzzy Inference Rule. 
 
The proposed fuzzy logic model is designed as a two-level hierarchical fuzzy system with previously defined five 
inputs. The model consists of two different rule blocks. The fuzzy logic model is designed as a hierarchical structure 
with several inputs and one output. 
Synchronization 
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Fig. 4.  Fuzzy logic Model for Currency Tracking. 
 
For each variable, we define the threshold value for each membership variables  
 
Table 2.  Initial values for Membership Functions of Entry Variables 
Variable Threshold Criteria 
 
Income From salary 
Income Slab(IS1): less than 2.5L 
Income Slab(IS2):from 2.5L to 5L 
Income Slab (IS3): from 5L to7. 5L 
Income Slab(IS4): more than 7.5 L 
 
Income From Other 
Income Slab(OS1): less than 2.5L 
Income Slab(OS2):from 2.5L to 5L 
Income Slab (OS3): from 5L to7. 5L 












Less  : 
from 0 to 10 
0 100% Less Tax 
1 90% Less Tax 
… ……….. 
9 10% Less Tax 
10 0% Less Tax 
 
 
Proper : from 10 to 20 
10 0% Proper Tax 
11 10% Proper Tax 
.. ……….. 
19 90 % Proper Tax 
20 100% Proper Tax 
 
 
More  :  
from 20 to 30 
20 0%More Tax 
21 10%More Tax 
.. ………….. 
29 90%More Tax 





Valid Reason For 
Transaction 
 
Satisfied : from 0 to 20 






Not Satisfied : 10 to 30 
10 0%Not satisfied 
12 10%Not satisfied 
.. ……………… 
28 80%Not satisfied 
30 100%Not satisfied 
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Table 3.  Decision rules for Rule Block1 













1 IS1 Proper Not Suspicious 
2 IS2 Proper Not Suspicious 
3 IS3 Proper Not Suspicious 
4 IS4 Proper Not Suspicious 
5 IS1 Less Not Suspicious 
6 IS2 Less High Suspicious 
7 IS3 Less High Suspicious 
8 IS4 Less High Suspicious 
9 IS1 More Medium Suspicious 
10 IS2 More Less Suspicious 
11 IS3 More Medium Suspicious 
12 IS4 More High Suspicious 
      
 
Table 4.  Decision rules for Rule Block2 
 




















For Other Income” 
IS 
1 OS1 Not Satisfied less Less Suspicious 
2 OS2 Not Satisfied less High Suspicious 
3 OS3 Not Satisfied less High Suspicious 
4 OS4 Not Satisfied less High Suspicious 
5 OS1 Satisfied less Less Suspicious 
6 OS2 Satisfied less Medium Suspicious 
7 OS3 Satisfied less Medium Suspicious 
8 OS4 Satisfied less Medium Suspicious 
9 OS1 Not Satisfied proper Less Suspicious 
10 OS2 Not Satisfied proper Less Suspicious 
11 OS3 Not Satisfied proper Less Suspicious 
12 OS4 Not Satisfied proper Less Suspicious 
13 OS1 Satisfied proper Not Suspicious 
14 OS2 Satisfied proper Not Suspicious 
15 OS3 Satisfied proper Not Suspicious 
16 OS4 Satisfied proper Not Suspicious 
17 OS1 Not Satisfied more Less Suspicious 
18 OS2 Not Satisfied more High Suspicious 
19 OS3 Not Satisfied more High Suspicious 
20 OS4 Not Satisfied more High Suspicious 
21 OS1 Satisfied more Less Suspicious 
22 OS2 Satisfied more Less Suspicious 
23 OS3 Satisfied more Less Suspicious 
24 OS4 Satisfied more Less Suspicious 
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3. System implementation 
The simulation environment has been developed in JAVA JDK5.0, using jFuzzyLogic_v3.0 package[2]. The 
implemented module fully based on the fuzzy inference rule, whereas the parties involved in this module is taken 
from the existing system, although proposed module providing better result and analysis over existing system. It is 
because each module is fully transitive in nature. To achieve the goal of synchronous and reliability jFuzzyLogic 
package is being used. It is basically an open source library and written in java. It is publish by the International 
Electro technical Commission. Fuzzy Control language (FCL) specification (IEC 61131 part7) can be implemented 
by this package [2].This package is available as open source form jfuzzylogic.sourceforge.net In the following 
module we have discussed   Fuzzy Control Language (FCL) [2] based on our project. 
3.1. Fuzzy Control Language (FCL) 
FUNCTION_BLOCK finance 












All input variables are fuzzified [2] and defined in FUZZIFY block. Each block is having one or 
more TERMs (known as Linguistic Terms) and Each term is composed by a name and a membership function. 
Such as.: 









        All output variables are defuzzified [2] and in DEFUZZIFY block. Each  block is having one or 
more TERMs (known as  Linguistic Terms) and Each term is composed by a name and a membership function. 
Such as. 
 
Table 7.  DEFUZZIFY output variables 
 
               
 
    
// Defzzzify output variable 'TrackAccountForIncome' 
   DEFUZZIFY TrackAccountForIncome 
   TERM NotSuspicious := (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
   TERM LessSuspicious := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
   TERM MediumSuspicious := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
   TERM HighSuspicious := (30,0) (35,1) (40,0); 
   // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
       METHOD : COG; 
   // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
  DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
FUZZIFY IncomeFromSalary 
    TERM   IS1 := (0,1)  (250000,0); 
       TERM  IS2:= (250001,0) (375000,1) (500000,0); 
     TERM  IS3 := (500001,0) (625000,1)(750000,0); 
  TERM  IS4 :=  (750001,0)(1000000,1); 
 END_FUZZIFY 
VAR_INPUT 
IncomeFromSalary                : REAL; 
IncomeFromOtherSource      : REAL; 
TaxSubmitted                        : REAL; 
END_VAR 
VAR_OUTPUT 
TrackAccountForIncome            : REAL; 
TrackAccountForOtherIncome   : REAL; 
END VAR 
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4. Result and discussions 
The input taken for examination of the account status is mentioned below. Using the '-e' command line option, 
followed by the input variables values, parse the FCL and run the fuzzy system using the input values provided. 
                                                        
  
                                                     
                                                                Fig. 5. Run fcl file in command prompt 
 
Step 1. Open command  prompt. 
Step 2. For compiling the fcl file we have to type the following command into the terminal 
Java –jar jFuzzyLogic_v3.0.jar –e project.fcl 300000 350000 5 5 
Where  
  300000   Income from other source,  
350000   Income from salary. 
5  50% less tax submitted and   







       
Fig. 6. jFuzzy Input Graph  for IncomeFromSalary 
 
 The above graph  shows that the input(viz. Income 
From Salary for individual citizen )  belongs to IS2 
(Income Slab). 
 




      
Fig. 7.  jFuzzy Input Graph  for IncomeFromOtherSource 
      
 The above graph shows that the input(viz.  Income 
From Other Source for individual citizen )  belongs to   
OS2 (Other Source) Income. 
 
Input Graphs 




Fig. 8. jFuzzy Input Graph  for TaxSubmitted. 
 
The above graph shows that the input(viz. 




Fig. 9. jFuzzy Input Graph  for validReasonForOtherIncome 
 
The above graph shows that the input(viz. 








Fig. 10.  jFuzzy Output Graph for Track Account For Income 
    
 
From the above graph it is observed that the citizen 
account  falls in the high suspicious region based on 
income from salary which is indicated by grey region 







Fig. 11. jFuzzy Output Graph for Track Account For Other Income 
       
From the above graph it is observed that the citizen 
account  falls in the high suspicious region based on 
income from other source which is indicated by grey 




5.  Conclusion and future work 
Using the Fuzzy inference we can easily determine the citizen’s account category (Not Suspicious, Less Suspicious, 
Medium Suspicious, High Suspicious). So if paper money is replaced by virtual money (e- money) and all type of 
transaction is done through a authenticated channel then we can easily track every citizen’s financial records based 
on our algorithm Thus we can easily detect the illegal transaction. This model helps to identify the source of black 
money which may prevent corruption in any growing nations. Here we considered some attributes related to 
citizen’s financial activities for tracking currency. In future we will take more attribute to improve the accuracy of 
the system. We understand that the system can be further improved with the help of micro devices issued to all 
citizen by the government for the purpose of transferring virtual money. 
 
Output Graphs 
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